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Being a landlord can be stressful. Many investors may even consider
unloading their properties because of tax complications or conflicts with
difficult tenants. But these are solvable problems. While a 1031 exchange can
help you defer capital gains taxes, some basic conflict resolution skills can
help you resolve tenant problems before they become unmanageable.
Unfortunately, most courses on rental property investment concentrate too
much on technical matters, such as how to use a comparative market analysis
or how to perform tenant background checks, and not enough on basic
people skills and conflict resolution. Read on for some tried-and-true ways to
resolve resident disputes.
SET CLEAR EXPECTATIONS IN THE LEASE
Outlining your expectations in the lease can prevent a lot of disputes from
happening in the first place. Many landlords establish an informal “code of
conduct” in their lease or move-in materials. Outline your expectations on
common problems — such as noise or quiet hours, smoking, tenant
altercations, and move-in and move-out procedures — as well as potential
penalties for violating the rules. It can be helpful to refer to state or local
regulations about tenants’ rights to safety, putting the weight of the law
behind your rules.
continued on page 8
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3 Common Plumbing Emergencies In
Rental Properties And What To Do
March 16, 2022
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Plumbing issues can range from a rapidly flooding
basement to a small leak. All of these issues should be
addressed as a landlord, some more quickly than others.
Be cognizant of your local landlord/tenant laws as water
issues are typically a high priority and require a landlord to
initiate a fix immediately.
Before we dive into the list of common plumbing
emergencies in rental properties and what to do, there are
a few items you should be familiar with at your property.
The most important is the location of the main water
supply. This is critical to know if there’s ever a plumbing
emergency (and helpful for other plumbing issues as well).
We always advise landlords to inform their tenants of the
location of the main water supply (one of the first steps we
take with customers is to make sure tenants, owners, and
property specialists know where this is).
It’s also important to know the basics of your water heater:
how to turn it on and off, how to increase the water
temperature, where the pilot light is – basic
troubleshooting.
Burst Pipes
A pipe can burst when too much water pressure builds up
at a weakened joint. Pipes also burst in the winter when
leftover water expands when frozen, hence the
importance of insulating exterior pipes and interior pipes
that are exposed to the cold. More likely than not you will
know when a pipe has burst – it can make a loud popping
noise – otherwise, there will be significant leaking.
Burst pipes need to be addressed immediately. Turn the
main water line off to stop the leak and call a plumber as
soon as possible. After the water has been shut off it’s best
to drain all the faucets and do your best to clean up the
water. Let in as much warm air as possible to dry out the
area around the leak.

No Hot Water
A lack of hot water is a little trickier to diagnose – many
things can cause this. Here are a few items to look at:
• What is your water temperature set to? If it’s below
120 degrees F you may want to turn up the heat –
temps below that 120-degrees F mark can also cause
bacterial growth in your tank. Don’t go above 140
degrees F for the risk of burning.
• Check the pilot light. If you have a gas water heater, it
will have a pilot light – if it’s out, it will need to be relit. New heaters will have an ignition switch, older
models may require you to light manually. Reference
the user manual when relighting the pilot.
• Flush the water heater. Over time, sediment and other
buildups can cause your water heater to not be
effective. Again, take a look at the user manual on
directions for flushing your tank – this may or not be a
job a landlord is up to.
• Water pooling around the heater. If you can see a leak
or determine that the pooled water is coming from
your heater, this should be fixed. We recommend
calling a plumber – the leak will get worse and worse
with time.
continued on page 8
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3 Common Plumbing Emergencies In Rental
Properties And What To Do
continued from page 3
Broken Water Line
A busted water line is a major headache for a landlord.
These are not easy fixes and are typically quite
expensive. Here are some indicators that your water line
needs repair:
• Poor water pressure. If your tenants notice the water
pressure is lower than normal, it could be because
there’s a leak. If there are no other signs of water
damage or a leak on the property, it may be the
water line. Bringing out a pro to scope your line is the
next step to take.
• Increasing water bills. If you or your tenants notice
the water bill going up, it’s because water may be
leaking into the ground. Hopefully, the city can alert
you/your tenants of any significant changes but,
again, bring out a plumber to look at your water line.
• Soggy ground. If the tenants notice soft spots or
water build-up in the front lawn, for example, the
water line may be broken. Water can be one of the
most damaging elements on any property. Make
sure to keep a close eye on your plumbing systems
and check for signs of malfunction often.
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8 Ways to Resolve Resident Disputes
continued from page 1
DON’T TAKE A HANDS-OFF APPROACH
There are a lot of ways to sit back and generate passive
income, but becoming a landlord and renting an
investment property isn’t one of them. If your previous
investment experience was through a real estate
investment app, you may not be prepared for just how
hands-on a landlord’s role can be. Owning a rental
property is an active investment, and a smart landlord is
proactive and engaged. If you don’t want to be part of the
hands-on process, you may need to hire a property
manager.
Many landlords hesitate to step into tenant disputes,
assuming that tenants will resolve their differences
themselves. Although this is sometimes true, it can also
cause conflicts to spiral out of control, making later
attempts at mediation more difficult. When you receive a
complaint from a tenant, don’t brush it off, even if you
think it’s an isolated incident. Step in early, and you may
prevent a small problem from growing into something
serious.
LISTEN, LISTEN, LISTEN
When a tenant comes to you with a complaint, never
minimize or brush them off. Hear them out and
acknowledge their complaint. Sometimes they just want
someone to listen to them and express sympathy.
When you tell offending tenants that a complaint has been
lodged against them, listen to their defense too. Don’t
make any assumptions, and don’t make them feel like
you’ve already made up your mind. If they ask who lodged
a complaint against them, try not to disclose specifics,
which could lead to further conflict.
PROPOSE MEDIATION
If the dispute becomes more serious after talking to both
parties, propose a mediation session with you. At this
meeting, allow both parties to air their grievances and
come up with a possible solution. Everyone should leave
with a clear plan and course of action.
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If the action that caused the complaint is a violation of the

If the action that caused the complaint is a violation of the
lease terms or local regulations, explain this in the meeting
and clearly state what penalties could be levied if the
violations continue. Remember, your ability to live off
rental income is related to the stability of your tenants.
Their problems are your problems, too, and solving them
is in everyone’s best interests.
ALWAYS BE PROFESSIONAL AND OBJECTIVE
Although you’re not a disinterested third party, you should
try to act like one when you’re resolving tenant disputes.
Taking sides can cause even bigger problems. Always use a
polite tone of voice, and keep your communication brief
and direct. Restrict phone calls and other communication
to business hours, even if you have a personal relationship
with one or both parties. Ultimately, you need to serve
your tenants’ interests first. If you find it difficult to put
their concerns ahead of your own, consider using a
professional property management service.
KEEP A PAPER TRAIL
Always document contact with each tenant — from the
first complaint to the resolution. Issue “receipts” to each
party after each communication. You can do this on paper,
through email, or keep track of all communication through
your property management software. If the dispute
escalates into a legal matter, this paper trail will be
extremely important.
FOLLOW UP WITH BOTH PARTIES MORE THAN ONCE
Follow up with tenants after each communication so they
know you’re listening and fully engaged. If your mediation
session ends with a promise to change, follow up with both
parties to see if they’re following the terms of your
agreement. Has the offending behavior stopped? If it has
continued, why?
UNDERSTAND WHEN YOU’VE REACHED AN IMPASSE
If you’re talking in circles, and one party is incapable or
unwilling to change their behavior, don’t hesitate to take
action. If you drag your feet, you risk the offended party
moving out. If the problem really can’t be solved, and
there’s a clear party at fault, you may have no choice but
to issue an eviction notice.

In many cities and states, evicted tenants have a formal
process through which they can challenge their eviction. If
this happens, the documentation you’ve been keeping will
become very important. The paper trail presents a
snapshot of how the dispute started and how it evolved. It
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Losing a tenant can be scary, especially for a novice
landlord. However, home prices are rising faster than
incomes, which makes buying a home more difficult. In this
hot rental market, you’ll likely have a large pool of
potential tenants to fill your vacant unit.
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Learn more: What Is a Legal Eviction Process?
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Welcome New and Returning ROA Members!
Hannah Bristow, Tina Brown, Yesi Guirado,
Katelin Williamson, and Willam & Bev Major

Your ROA Board of Directors
President: Jaime Thurman
jaime@eledwardsrealty.com (541) 756-0347
Vice President: Regina Gabbard
regina@eledwardsrealty.com (541) 756-0347

Ever wonder what goes on at ROA Board meetings?
Have any suggestions to share? Interested in joining
the board? Bring your thoughts and/or ideas. Or
just listen in and see what we're all about.
The ROA Board of Directors meets every month.
Meetings are always open to members. Contact us
for more information.

Secretary: Reyna Hernandez
medinareyna2009@gmail.com (541) 290-8278
Treasurer: Kris Thurman
kris@eledwardsrealty.com (541) 756-0347
Past President: Cindy Colter
coltercindy@gmail.com (541) 404-8609
Position #1: Maria Menguita
malumeng@gmail.com
Position #2: Sage Coleman
sage@pacificpropertiesteam.com (541) 404-0431

roa-swo.com

Position #3: Joan Mahaffy
mahaffyje12@yahoo.com (541) 269-6562
Position #4: Jessica Webber
jessica@advancedpropertymgmt.biz
Position #5: Michelle Cantrell
michelle@orbpm.com (541) 808-9040
Position #6: VACANT

Contact us at:
2707 Broadway Ave.
North Bend OR 97459

info@roa-swo.com
(541) 756-0347

This publication is designed to provide informative material to its readers. It is distributed with the understanding
that it does not constitute legal, accounting, or other professional advice. Although the material is intended to be
accurate, neither we nor any other party assume liability for loss or damage as a result of reliance on this material.
Appropriate legal or accounting advice or other expert assistance should be sought from a professional.
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In Case You Missed It: First In-Person Meeting Since
Start of Pandemic - Taxes, Taxes & More Taxes
Presented by: Michael Gordon, CPA | March 22, 2022
Thank you to our members who took the time to fill out
the survey we sent out earlier this year. We did hear a few
requests to go back to meeting in-person and have been
working toward that. For the first time since the beginning
of the pandemic we were able to hold an in-person
meeting at the Coos Bay Fire Station on March 22nd and we
were lucky enough to have Michael Gordon, CPA present
for us.
Overall, we had a great turnout and were very happy to see
a lot of familiar faces. As usual Mr. Gordon gave a great
presentation on taxes with plenty of useful information.
Food was catered by The Fisherman’s Grotto.
Moving forward we would like to host more in-person
meetings each month. So far, this has posed a challenge in
that our usual venue, Coos-Curry Housing Authority, is no
longer available to us. Our local libraries are also not
currently opening their conference rooms to large groups.
The Coos Bay Fire Station, happened to be available, but
with a limited capacity which is why we required preregistration.

The Coos Bay Fire Station happened to be available, but with
limited capacity which is why we had to require preregistration. Please know your ROA Board is doing their best
to accommodate your requests for more in-person meetings
and hope to meet the demand as things start opening back
up.
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